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March 28, 2020

Socialite Ghislaine Maxwell 'groped a 16-year-old girl
during a naked massage,' victims' lawyer says

dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8163681/Socialite-Ghislaine-Maxwell-groped-16-year-old-girl-naked-massage-victims-
lawyer-says.html

Socialite Ghislaine Maxwell 'groped a 16-year-old girl during a
naked massage while Jeffrey Epstein watched,' lawyer who
dedicated his life to nailing Prince Andrew’s paedophile friend
claims in new book

Ghislaine Maxwell, 58, allegedly sexually assaulted 16-year-old Annie
Farmer
It reportedly happened at paedophile Epstein's 7,500-acre New Mexico
ranch 
A lawyer for more than 20 of Epstein's victims has made the allegation 

By Mark Hookham For The Mail On Sunday

Published: 18:03 EDT, 28 March 2020 | Updated: 15:59 EDT, 2 July 2020
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Socialite Ghislaine Maxwell allegedly groped a teenage girl during a naked massage while
paedophile Jeffrey Epstein watched, a new book claims.

Maxwell, 58, allegedly sexually assaulted 16-year-old Annie Farmer at Epstein’s 7,500-acre
ranch in New Mexico, according to the book by Bradley Edwards, a lawyer for more than
20 of Epstein’s victims.

The book, from which we are summarising stories in The Mail on Sunday, details
Maxwell’s alleged role in recruiting and grooming underage girls for Epstein. According to
some accounts, she was even involved in some of the abuse herself.
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Ghislaine Maxwell, 58, attending to an Alzheimer's Association event in New York in 2010
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It raises serious questions as to why Maxwell, whose whereabouts have been a mystery for
months, has never been charged with any wrongdoing. She has always maintained that
allegations against her are abhorrent and untrue.

The book also claims that:

Maxwell, Epstein’s ex-girlfriend, was at the wedding of former US President Bill
Clinton’s daughter Chelsea in July 2010, a year after Epstein was released from jail as
a convicted sex offender;

She loved to take nude photographs of girls and allegedly took many of the pictures
displayed on the walls of Epstein’s mansions.

According to one witness, she felt ‘indebted’ to Epstein for helping her following the
mysterious death in 1991 of her father, disgraced tycoon Robert Maxwell;

Epstein ‘wasn’t beyond killing someone’ to keep his sex addiction alive, the witness
claimed.

Annie Farmer, now 40, helped keep Epstein behind bars last July after giving evidence
about her ordeal as a teenager during a bail hearing. The financier was found dead in his
cell the following month. Ms Farmer is now suing Epstein’s estate and Maxwell in the New
York district court for damages.

According to Ms Farmer’s testimony, detailed in the book, she was flown to the financier’s
vast Zorro Ranch after he offered to pay for her to attend a summer educational
programme in Thailand.
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Prince Andrew pictured with his arm around Virginia Roberts, who has accused the
Queen's 'favourite son' of having sex with her

The book sets out how Epstein and Maxwell took her shopping before returning to the
ranch, where the teenager modelled a pair of cowboy boots they bought her. She claims
Epstein then said she ‘deserved a massage’.

‘She felt uncomfortable because Ghislaine made her get naked before covering her with a
sheet,’ Edwards writes of her testimony.

Maxwell loved to take nude photos of girls 
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She claims that Ghislaine then massaged her. At one point, Ms Farmer alleges Ghislaine
pulled the covers off, exposing her breasts before beginning to massage them. When the
massage was over, Ms Farmer says she stood up and realised that Jeffrey had been
watching them the entire time.

Maxwell is accused of recruiting Virginia Roberts, who alleges she was forced to have sex
with Prince Andrew when she was 17.

Paedophile Jeffrey Epstein with Ghislaine Maxwell at de Grisogono Sponsors The 2005
Wall Street Concert Series in New York

The book claims the Clinton family continued to be closely linked to Maxwell, even after
Epstein was convicted as a sex offender in 2008. A spokesman for Mr Clinton last year said
he knew ‘nothing about the terrible crimes’ Epstein had pleaded guilty to or those he was
charged with last year.

A spokesman for Chelsea Clinton and her husband has said they only became aware of the
‘horrific allegations against Ghislaine Maxwell’ in 2015.

Advertisement
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June 3, 2020

Ghislaine Maxwell felt no guilt in procuring girls for
Jeffrey Epstein, claims friend

dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-8384165/Ghislaine-Maxwell-felt-no-guilt-procuring-girls-Jeffrey-Epstein-claims-
friend.html

US_based Christina Oxenberg, 57, has spoken out in new documentary
Claims Ghislaine Maxwell felt 'no guilt' in procuring girls for Jeffrey Epstein
Maria farmer reveals she 'feared for her life' at the hands of Epstein and

Maxwell 
Who Killed Jeffrey Epstein? premieres at 11pm Saturday 6th June on Quest

Red and dplay
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Ghislaine Maxwell felt no guilt in procuring girls for Jeffrey Epstein to satisfy his
'incredible sex drive,' Prince Andrew's distant cousin has claimed - adding that 'if anything,
she was proud.'

In Quest Red's new true crime documentary special Who Killed Jeffrey Epstein? it is
alleged that socialite Ghislaine Maxwell - Epstein's former partner - procured girls for
Epstein to 'satisfy his insatiable sex drive.'  

Socialite writer Christina Oxenberg, 57, from the US, who is a friend of Maxwell, notes that
Maxwell felt no guilt in procuring girls for his pleasure. 

'She says he has an incredible sex drive, he has to have three orgasms a day, so I help him
out by bringing in the females,' explains Christina. 'She felt no compunction about telling
me this, if anything she was proud.'

Christina is the daughter of a Serbian princess and sister of the Hollywood actress,
Catherine Oxenberg - who rescued her eldest daughter India, now 28, from the Nxivm sex
cult run by its leader, Keith Raniere, after an 18 month battle.

India was among the women he recruited under the guise of offering them self-help
courses. Her actress mother pulled her out of it in 2018 after fighting relentlessly in the
press to expose Raniere and his practices. 
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Christina Oxenberg claims that Ghislaine Maxwell felt no guilt in procuring girls for Jeffrey
Epstein to satisfy his 'incredible sex drive' in Quest Red's new true crime documentary
special Who Killed Jeffrey Epstein?

Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell attend de Grisogono Sponsors The 2005 Wall
Street Concert Series Benefitting Wall Street Rising on March 15, 2005 in New York
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Prince Andrew and Virginia Roberts, aged 17 at Ghislaine Maxwell's townhouse in London,
Britain on March 13, 2001

The documentary dives headfirst into the Epstein story, examining the mysterious
circumstances surrounding the financier's death, aiming to answer one vital question: Did
Epstein take his own life, or was it something much more sinister?

On 10th August 2019, disgraced American financier Jeffrey Epstein was found dead in his
New York prison cell as he awaited his trial on sex trafficking charges. 
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It was a dramatic end to one of the world's most mysterious billionaires, with the coroner
officially ruling the cause of death as suicide. 

RELATED ARTICLES

Previous
1
Next

The Queen's official birthday will be marked with a 'small'... Oops I dyed
it again! Boyfriend ends up with black hands... From a luxury Hotel
Chocolat hamper to personalised... Meghan Markle detailed her
experience with racism and...

But it wasn't long before the circumstances surrounding Epstein's death were
called into question. 

Having being linked with some of the world's most influential and powerful
celebrity figures – including Prince Andrew, Donald Trump and Bill Clinton –
some believe that Epstein may have been murdered. 
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Maria Farmer (pictured) recalls  her own experiences of abuse at the hands of Epstein
while staying with him and admits at one point, she even feared for her life

Led into a room by Maxwell, Maria (pictured when she was younger) remembers being
told to give Epstein a foot massage when the abuse took place
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Speaking of the abuse, Maria (pictured when she was younger) says: 'I remember thinking
that I was going to die too and thinking about my mother and how my mum was going to
handle this'

Jeffrey Epstein first met Ghislaine Maxwell – the daughter of newspaper tycoon Robert
Maxwell – in the 1990s. 

As an affluent socialite, Maxwell divided her time between New York and London,
attending parties and social events. 

As Laura Goldman, a Maxwell family friend, states in the documentary, Maxwell liked to
have a good time. 

'She was part of the scene, she liked to party, she was a goodtime girl,' she says. 

But in 1991, Ghislaine's life came crashing down when allegations of fraud were aimed at
her father following his death. 
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Oxenberg last saw Maxwell at a party in 2013 (pictured) to celebrate the launch of another
of her novels - the British socialite turned up unexpectedly and gave her a hug
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Trafficking Victims Advocate Conchita Sarnoff (pictured) explains that Maxwell became
the 'mistress of the house' and says 'she would also procure the girls that she felt he
[Epstein] would like'

'After he died, it was discovered that he'd robbed his employees' pension funds to prop up
his businesses,' journalist Thomas Volscho explains. 

Broke, Maxwell fled to New York to reclaim her social status. While in the city, a friend
introduced her to Jeffrey Epstein, and the pair struck up a relationship. 
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On 10th August 2019, disgraced American
financier Jeffrey Epstein (pictured) was
found dead in his New York prison cell as he
awaited his trial on sex trafficking charges. 

Gradually, Ghislaine brought Epstein into
her social circle, introducing him to several
high-profile figures, including Donald
Trump and Prince Andrew. 

As Legal Analyst Ashleigh Banfield argues,
Epstein began to 'wriggle his way into the
upper echelons of New York's society' - all
while hiding his sexual proclivities.

Over time, as Maxwell became a part of
Epstein's sordid world, their relationships
developed into something much more
sinister, as Trafficking Victims Advocate
Conchita Sarnoff explains.

'Maxwell became the mistress of the house;
she would also procure the girls that she felt he [Epstein] would like, she says. 

An Epstein survivor also details her encounter with the businessman, and how she feared
for her life as she was subjected to vile abuse.

Maria Farmer, Epstein's former Receptionist, recalls the suspicious activity she noticed
while working at his New York mansion. 

'I saw a lot of children coming in, little girls,' she recalls. 'I remember thinking, how can
this many young girls be coming and going. What's the deal?'

Catherine Oxenberg on saving her daughter from a sex cult

Catherine’s mission to save her daughter is recounted in her book, Captive, which describes
how cheerful, intelligent India, now 27, slowly became drawn into Nxivm (pronounced
‘Nexium’) – an organisation that promised ‘personal and professional growth’, but was a
front for an alleged sex-slave cult.

Founded by Keith Raniere, who’s awaiting trial on sex trafficking and racketeering charges,
the cult starved its female members and coerced them into having sex with Raniere –
though he denies this.
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At one stage Catherine and her daughter didn’t speak for nine months. 

‘There were times I thought I’d lost her,’ says Catherine. 

‘But I had a primal urge to save her. If I have a message for other parents, it’s never give up
on your child.’

The daughter of Princess Elizabeth of Yugoslavia and her first husband, businessman
Howard Oxenberg, Catherine, 57, grew up socialising with her cousins Prince Charles and
Princess Anne.

She’s even spoken of being courted by Prince Andrew, saying ‘Andrew asked me to marry
him on the Palace balcony before Charles and Diana’s wedding.

'I’d decided I wanted to act so I said no, and he said he’d wait.

'It’s probably not healthy to marry a cousin anyway.
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Oxenberg's daughter India was recruited by Raniere and his helpers. She is shown with her
actress mother in a recent photograph

Advertisement

In the documentary, Maria also describes her own experiences of abuse at the hands of
Epstein while staying with him. 
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Led into a room by Maxwell, Maria remembers being told to give Epstein a foot massage
when the abuse took place.

 'I remember him moaning and being very dramatic and so I said, "oh I think I'm not very
good at this."'

He put his hand like this and started arming me on my chest, and she [Maxwell] mirrored
him,' she says. 'So, they were both like twisting me on my chest and it was really strange,
and I felt really uncomfortable and embarrassed.' 

Maria admits that, at one point, she even feared for her life. 

'I remember thinking she was so disgusting,' she explains. 'That was, for me, the greatest
moment of horror. I remember thinking that I was going to die too and thinking about my
mother and how my mum was going to handle this.' 

Who Killed Jeffrey Epstein? premieres at 11pm Saturday 6th June exclusively on Quest Red
and dplay
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July 11, 2020

'I'm no Cruella de Vil': Ghislaine Maxwell insists she is
not an 'evil villain'

dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8513675/Im-no-Cruella-Vil-Ghislaine-Maxwell-insists-not-evil-villain.html

Maxwell says she is not the 'cartoon caricature of a villain’ she is portrayed
as

The 58-year-old is scheduled to appear before a judge in New York on
Tuesday

She will be charged with procuring girls as young as 14 for Jeffrey Epstein

e-mail

635 shares

Defiant Ghislaine Maxwell has rounded on her accusers, insisting that her portrayal as a
‘cartoon caricature of a villain’ is utterly false.

Friends say that the 58-year-old socialite, who is scheduled to appear before a judge in
New York on Tuesday to be formally charged with procuring girls as young as 14 for Jeffrey
Epstein – the serial paedophile and her former boyfriend – ‘is no Cruella de Vil’.

Referring to the glamorous but evil character from the Disney film One Hundred And One
Dalmatians, one friend told The Mail on Sunday: ‘This cartoon caricature of a villain she is
being painted as is utterly untrue and false. 

'This is a real human being with real feelings.’
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Ghislaine Maxwell, 58, has rounded on her accusers, insisting that her portrayal as a
‘cartoon caricature of a villain’ is utterly false

Breaking a year-long silence since Epstein’s death, sources close to Maxwell have gone on
the offensive to put her side of the story. 

After a year during which she was neither seen nor heard, her allies now reveal how she
intends to salvage her liberty and reputation against claims that she supplied depraved
Epstein with young girls.

Maxwell’s allies have told The Mail on Sunday that she:

Is not the person who introduced billionaire Epstein to Prince Andrew;
Fears dying of Covid-19 while in prison;
Insists she and Epstein had not met in person for 15 years;
Weeps over friends who have lost jobs because of their association with her;
Has not had a haircut in a year and is being moved ‘from cell-to-cell’ for her own
safety.
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Maxwell is scheduled to appear before a
judge in New York on Tuesday to be
formally charged with procuring girls as
young as 14 for Jeffrey Epstein – the serial
paedophile and her former boyfriend

The daughter of the late newspaper tycoon
Robert Maxwell will make global headlines
on Tuesday when she appears in court via
remote link from her New York jail cell. 

She will be formally charged with sex
offences between 1994 and 1997 and will
plead not guilty to them all. Her lawyers will
argue for her release from the high-security
Metropolitan Detention Center in Brooklyn
on £4 million bail, arguing that her life is in
danger from coronavirus and ‘multiple and
credible’ death threats.

Maxwell, who is a long-time friend of Prince Andrew and who saw him most recently in
2019, was arrested at her £800,000 New Hampshire hideaway on July 2.

Prosecutor Audrey Strauss condemned her as ‘playing a critical role in finding and
grooming victims’, while scores of Epstein’s victims claim that she acted as his ‘madam’,
often driving from his £20 million mansion in Palm Beach, Florida, to nearby trailer parks
to ‘procure’ vulnerable young girls for the paedophile.

But last night a source close to Maxwell hit back, saying: ‘Ghislaine is no Cruella de Vil. She
is being portrayed as this evil character and a cartoon-like villain but she is nothing like
that. She is a real person and is determined to prove her innocence despite the fact that she
has been characterised as some sort of monster.’

Maxwell insists that her romance with Epstein ended in 2001 and that she did not see him
in person after 2005 when she was photographed with him at a party.

At the time, she was dating billionaire Gateway computer founder Ted Waitt.
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A source close to Maxwell hit back, saying: ‘Ghislaine is no Cruella de Vil'. Pictured: The
character played by Glenn Close in the 1996 film 101 Dalmatians

‘The reality is that Ghislaine’s relationship with Epstein ended in 2001,’ says the friend.
‘Starting in late 2002, early 2003, she was dating Ted and she loved him deeply. Epstein
kept trying to woo her back but she wasn’t interested.’

However, the friend adds, Maxwell continued to work for the twisted tycoon. ‘She hired
Epstein’s pool guys, the IT guys.

‘She managed his household. They weren’t that close. It was a professional relationship.’

When Epstein negotiated an infamous plea deal, pleading guilty to two child sex
prostitution charges in 2008 and serving just 13 months in prison – most on day release –
Maxwell did not visit him in jail, friends insist.
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Maxwell claims she is not the person who introduced billionaire Epstein to Prince Andrew
(pictured above with Lady Lynn de Rothschild in Sydney)
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Bail documents filed by Maxwell’s lawyers last week reveal that she believes she is covered
by a clause in that plea deal that protects any ‘potential co-conspirators’ from prosecution.

The friend says: ‘Ghislaine never visited him in jail. People say the reason she did all these
terrible things was for money, that she was a poor as a church mouse, but that’s not true.
She was with Ted until 2011 and he’s worth three times what Epstein was worth.’

Maxwell also denies that she introduced her close friend Prince Andrew to Epstein,
something her friends say ‘has been written in stone but is plain wrong’.

In fact, friends claim the introduction was made by glamorous socialite Lynn Forester de
Rothschild in 1999 at a birthday party she threw for her British billionaire husband, Sir
Evelyn de Rothschild, in the Hamptons, the exclusive beach resort outside New York. 

‘Ghislaine wasn’t at that party. Lynn introduced Andrew to Epstein,’ says the friend. ‘It was
all about the money with Andrew and Epstein. Just wait and see. There is a lot more to
come out.’

In a 26-page court document filed in New York on Friday, Maxwell’s lawyers say her life is
at risk in jail. It says: ‘The open season declared on Ms Maxwell after Epstein’s death has
come with an even darker cost – she has been the target of alarming physical threats, even
death threats.’

Noting a recent outbreak of Covid-19 at the prison which has struck down more than 50
prisoners and staff, the document adds: ‘Ms Maxwell is at significant risk of contracting
Covid-19 if she is detained and she will not be able to meaningfully participate in her
defence.’

Calls to Maxwell from lawyers and friends have ‘taken hours’ to reach her, it continues.

Friends say that Ms Maxwell adopted a cat and puppy during the year after Epstein’s
suicide when she disappeared from public view. ‘She wasn’t on the run. Her team were in
constant touch with her and in constant touch with authorities,’ the friend insists.

‘She was keeping a low-profile because every friend who is associated with her has been
hurt. People have lost jobs, their kids have been bullied. That’s what hurts her the most.
She doesn’t cry for herself but when her innocent friends are condemned merely by
association with her, that breaks her heart.

‘Her family, her sisters and brothers are 100 per cent loyal. She is speaking only to family
and her legal team. She became a recluse because it was too painful to watch those she
loved suffer.
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Socialite Maxwell, above in 2013, the daughter of the late British publishing magnate
Robert Maxwell, is the former girlfriend and long-time close associate of Epstein

‘She is a kind person who loves animals. She’s adopted a cat and a mutt during the last
year. She is a loving, kind person who has done none of the things she has been charged
with.’

The words will enrage Maxwell’s many accusers and some will view the intervention of her
friends as a cynical move. One of Epstein’s alleged victims, Virginia Roberts, has accused
Maxwell of being ‘worse than Jeffrey’ and claims she used her English accent and charm to
‘ensnare’ vulnerable girls.

But sources close to Maxwell are critical of investigators. ‘Ghislaine’s legal team called the
day after Epstein was arrested offering to co-operate fully,’ claims one.

‘Their calls were repeatedly ignored. She has never sought to flee. She wants her day in
court. Her reputation is destroyed but she is determined to prove her innocence.’
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In the bail documents, lawyers for Maxwell insist that ‘had the government alerted her
counsel that she was about to be arrested, we would have arranged for Ms Maxwell’s
prompt, voluntary surrender.

‘Instead, the government arrested Ms Maxwell without warning... thus ensuring that she
would be in federal custody on the one-year anniversary of Epstein’s arrest’.

She’s ‘moved from cell to cell to stop someone trying to kill her’ 

Ghislaine Maxwell is being constantly moved from ‘cell to cell’ because prison authorities
fear that someone will try to kill her.

The 58-year-old spent the first 24 hours after arriving at the Metropolitan Detention
Center in Brooklyn, New York, last Monday in paper clothing to prevent her harming
herself.

But insiders say the concern is now that someone will try to murder her.

‘Jeffrey Epstein died behind bars and they [the authorities] are terrified someone will try to
kill Ghislaine,’ said a source.

‘She was initially given paper clothes to wear because she was a suicide risk but is now
wearing a prison regulation khaki shirt and trousers.’

The source also revealed that her hair is longer and that she is far from the perfectly
groomed socialite seen in photographs.

‘She has not had a hair cut in a year and there have been no manicures or pedicures,’ the
source added.

‘She was in deep shock at first, but she is getting better each day. She is not a whiner or
complainer.

She is also someone who isn’t posh or prissy. She is being moved from cell to cell and
sometimes has a cellmate, sometimes not. They [the authorities] are terrified someone will
try to kill her so they keep moving her around.
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Ghislaine Maxwell (pictured with Jeffrey Epstein in 2005) is being constantly moved from
‘cell to cell’ because prison authorities fear that someone will try to kill her 

‘Conditions are terrible at the jail and there’s an outbreak of Covid which could kill her. It’s
impossible for her to talk to her lawyers or family in a timely way.

‘How can she prepare a defence when the lawyers can’t even get hold of her?’

The Mail on Sunday has obtained a copy of the 51-page prison ‘orientation’ handbook
handed to all inmates, including Maxwell, when they are officially booked in.

The prison day starts at 6am with inmates ordered that ‘beds must be made by 7.30am’.

They are restricted to one pair of trainers ‘per year’ along with ‘one radio or MP3 player’.

Today her breakfast choices will be ‘grits, wholewheat toast and fruit’ .

Meanwhile, phone calls are limited to 15 minutes with a maximum of 300 minutes per
month.

Like other prisoners, Maxwell could be searched by guards at any time ‘if there is suspicion
of contraband or weapons’.

She is also banned from having any ‘nude or sexually suggestive’ photos.
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Terrified and injured, her cat went missing for days after FBI raid  

A massive ‘cat-hunt’ was launched after Ghislaine Maxwell’s terrified pet ran off injured
when 60 armed FBI agents and police used a battering ram to smash down her door.

Maxwell was with her rescue cat at her £800,000 New Hampshire property at 8.20am on
July 2 when the door was bashed down.

A source familiar with the FBI operation said: ‘All hell broke loose. The door was smashed
in along with half the front wall. The cat was injured and terrified out of its wits and took
off into the woods.’

As Maxwell was hauled off in handcuffs to Merrimack County jail, her pet was forced to
fend for itself in the 156-acre woods around her home – the area is filled with bears and
porcupines. 

The property where Maxwell was arrested by the FBI seen in an aerial photograph in
Bradford, New Hampshire

‘In the middle of everything else, a major mission was launched to save this poor animal
which had been hurt and was out there trying to avoid being eaten by a bear,’ said a
source. 
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‘There were security people and highly paid lawyers out there looking in the woods. No-
one wanted any harm to come to this poor creature.’

The search went on for four days before the cat was finally discovered. The animal has been
treated and is doing well.

‘The irony is, the front door was unlocked so there was no reason to smash it down with a
battering ram and cause so much chaos and damage. It was overkill and the poor cat was
an innocent victim.’

Maxwell was with her rescue cat at her £800,000 New Hampshire property at 8.20am on
July 2 when the door was bashed down 

Maxwell, who had not been seen in public since Epstein killed himself in a New York jail
after being charged with multiple child sex offenses, bought the stunning home in
Bradford, New Hampshire, in an all-cash deal last December.

It is in the name of Granite LLC and, unlike her London property, has not been put up as
part of her bail surety.

On Friday Maxwell’s lawyers said six friends and family members have offered to put up $5
million for her to get bail, which includes her mews home in London’s Belgravia, worth
more than £3 million.
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The mews home is where the infamous picture of Prince Andrew with Virginia Roberts was
taken in 2001, on the night she says she was first forced to have sex with the Prince.

Maxwell was arrested at the luxurious mountain top home - dubbed Tuckedaway - outside
tiny Bradford, New Hampshire

Andrew vehemently denies all claims and said in his Newsnight interview he did not recall
ever meeting Ms Roberts and was at a Pizza Express in Woking on the night in question.

Maxwell has offered to rent a home in New York if granted bail at Tuesday’s hearing and to
pay for private security.

Her lawyers argue she never tried to flee during the past 12 months and never left the
country despite having UK, US and French passports.

She will wear an ankle tag and be monitored round the clock if she is allowed out of jail.

Share or comment on this article:
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July 12, 2020

Four more women accused of supplying young girls for
Epstein to abuse

dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8513823/Four-women-accused-supplying-young-girls-Epstein-abuse.html

Epstein's other 'recruiters': Four more women accused of
supplying young girls for him to abuse face probe as it's revealed
Ghislaine Maxwell moved house 36 times in a year before she was
caught

Sara Kellen, Adriana Ross, Lesley Groff  and Nadia Marcinkova are
under investigation for their role in Epstein's sex-trafficking ring,
according to reports 
The four women are accused of helping to procure and groom the girls 
In one case a previous victim went on to help groom other young women 
Ms Kellen, dubbed Maxwell's 'lieutenant', 'flew on the lolita express
almost as many times as the disgraced couple' 
Reports suggest that Ms Maxwell moved 36 times before her arrest last
week 

By Ryan Fahey For Mailonline

Published: 20:46 EDT, 11 July 2020 | Updated: 09:08 EDT, 12 July 2020

e-mail

21k shares

Four more women accused of supplying young girls for billionaire paedophile Jeffrey
Epstein to abuse are facing investigation as it's revealed Ghislaine Maxwell moved house
36 times in a year before she was caught by the FBI. 

Sara Kellen, Adriana Ross, Lesley Groff and Nadia Marcinkova are being investigated for
their alleged role in Epstein's sex-trafficking ring, according to a report in the Sunday
Telegraph. 

Ms Kellen, dubbed Ghislaine Maxwell's 'lieutenant' by Epstein's victims, is said to have
flown on the paedophile's 'lolita express' almost as many times as the disgraced couple. 
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Ms Kellen, who is said to have taken a leading role in the sex ring, and the other three
women, have previously been accused of recruiting and grooming underage girls for
Epstein to sleep with. 

One was also said to have been involved in a sexual relationship with the financier. 
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Sarah Kellen worked as an assistant for Jefferey Epstein and was named in his 2008 plea
agreement as 'potential co-conspirators'

Nada Marcinkova who now goes by Nadia, was allegedly one of Epstein's victims according
to interviews with victims back in 2005, before she began procuring girls for the
paedophile herself 
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Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell are pictured on a pheasant shoot with Prince
Andrew, Sandringham, Norfolk, Britain - 08 Dec 2000

According to the Sunday Telegraph, all four of the women received salaries and bonuses for
their role in the operation.   

Sarah Ransome, then 22, identified Ms Kellen, as well as Ms Maxwell, as being present and
calling her in to Epstein's room before one incident of abuse. 

'When Jeffrey wanted me, you know, Sarah Kellen or Ghislaine would call me into his
bedroom, and I had no choice but to go,' she said. 

She said that Ms Kellen and Ms Maxwell would give her sex tips on how to better please
Epstein, adding that every girl she brought to the billionaire's island, she knew was there to
sexually please the financier. 
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Lesley Groff attends Central Park Conservancy 30th Anniversary Gala at Central Park
Boathouse on February 23, 2010 in New York City. Lesley Groff has also been named as
one of the couple's potential co-conspirators 

The four women were given immunity from prosecution in a deal struck between Epstein
and the US Attorney for South Florida in a 2008 criminal case, but the arrest of Ms
Maxwell last week has now raised the possibility that the FBI could revisit the
case.  According to the Sun on Sunday, Ms Maxwell moved 36 times in a desperate attempt
to avoid arrest before she was finally placed in cuffs on 2 July.       

Responding to the accusations in an earlier statement, Ms Kellen's lawyers admitted that
she scheduled appointments for the couple, and was conscious of the 'pain and damage
Epstein caused'.  

Another of the women, Ms Marcinkova, said that she was herself a victim of Epstein's
perversions at the age of 15 after arriving in the US from Slovakia. She is then alleged to
have started helping the paedophile to find other underage girls.    

The investigation into these additional co-conspirators now largely depends on Ms
Maxwell's willingness to try to reduce her sentence, which could be 35 years if she is found
guilty. 

Christina Oxenberg, a former associate of Ms Maxwell's, told the Telegraph that Ms
Maxwell had 'wire-tapped' the lolita express so that she could later use it for leverage if she
was arrested.   

'She will name names. She's a drowning rat,' Oxenberg said.   

According to another former friend said that Ms Maxwell 'has tapes of two prominent US
politicians having sex with minors' and boasted of 'owning' powerful people.

The ex-jewel robber, who used the pseudonym William Steel, said they 'forced' him to
watch the footage as they wanted to convince him of their 'power'.

He also claimed to have seen clips of 'celebrities' and 'world figures' having 'threesomes,
even orgies' with minors.

It follows Maxwell, 58, being arrested last Thursday on charges she helped lure at least
three girls - one as young as 14 - to be sexually abused by Epstein, who was accused of
victimising dozens of girls and women over many years. 

7/11
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Socialite Maxwell, above in 2013, the daughter of the late British publishing magnate
Robert Maxwell, is the former girlfriend and long-time close associate of Epstein

8/11
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A former friend of Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell, pictured in 2005, claimed they
'forced' him to watch the footage as they wanted to convince him of their 'power'

Steel told The Sun: 'They wanted to convince me of their power and who they held in their
grip. They boasted about 'owning' powerful people.' 

He added: 'I saw videos of very powerful people - celebrities, world figures - in those
videos having sex, threesomes, even orgies with minors.' 

The former friend also referred to two 'high-profile' American politicians who were in
videos with minors. 

Maxwell, the daughter of the late British publishing magnate Robert Maxwell, is the former
girlfriend and long-time close associate of Epstein. 

She is accused of facilitating his crimes and on some occasions joined him in sexually
abusing the girls, according to the indictment against her. 

Several Epstein victims have described Maxwell as his chief enabler, recruiting and
grooming young girls for abuse. She has denied wrongdoing and called claims against her
'absolute rubbish.' 

9/11
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Maxwell was arrested by a team of federal agents last week at a $1 million estate she had
purchased in New Hampshire. The investigators had been keeping an eye on Maxwell and
knew she had been hiding out in various locations in New England.

She had switched her email address, ordered packages under someone else´s name and
registered at least one new phone number under an alias 'G Max,' prosecutors have said.  

The property where Maxwell was arrested by the FBI seen in an aerial photograph in
Bradford, New Hampshire. She is accused in four counts of acting as Epstein's madam

The British socialite will appear in New York's southern district court on July 14 at 1pm
and the hearing will take place over video-link due to coronavirus. 

She will join from the 'hell-hole' jail where she is being held and only the judge, Alison
Nathan, will be present along with one prosecutor and one defence attorney.

Maxwell - a friend to billionaires, celebrities, presidents and royalty before her arrest - is
facing a six-count federal indictment which could see her jailed for 35 years.

She is accused in four counts of acting as Epstein's madam, hunting down and 'training'
young girls for him to abuse in the late 1990s.

10/11
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Another two counts accuse her of lying about the abuse to a court when she was sued by
one of the victims - Virginia Roberts - in 2015.

However, observers and experts believe she is not the state's primary target, and will likely
be offered a plea deal to turn on others in Epstein's circle.

Epstein was initially jailed for 18 months in 2008 after being allowed to plead guilty to a
single charge of soliciting sex from a child prostitute, despite at one stage facing a 53-page
FBI indictment.
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Ghislaine Maxwell breaks down in
tears as she is DENIED bail and must
stay locked up until her July 2021 trial
as judge rules Epstein's 'madam' has
shown 'sophistication in hiding her
finances AND herself and poses
significant flight risk'

 Ghislaine Maxwell cried as she was denied bail on Tuesday, with a judge ruling she

must stay locked up until her trial in July of 2021

 The British socialite, 58, pleaded not guilty to the sex trafficking charges brought

against her

 She hung her head as she learned her fate, wearing a prison-issued brown top and

with her normally short hair now long and swept back into a bun

 Judge Alison Nathan ruled Maxwell was a significant flight risk, citing her

'substantial international' ties and 'extraordinary financial resources'

 Maxwell appeared via video, accused of grooming girls as young as 14 for Jeffrey

Epstein to abuse between 1994 and 1997

 She had offered a $5 million bond co-signed by two of her sisters and backed up

by more than $3.75 million in property in the UK

 Prosecutors fought for no bail, presenting evidence that she is 'skilled at living in

hiding', citing her three passports and claimed she is worth more than $10M

 They said Maxwell refused to open the front door to the FBI and tried to flee to

another room when they raided her $1 million home on July 2

 A victim also argued she was a flight risk and wrote: 'Without Ghislaine, Jeffrey

couldn't have done what he did. She is a predator and a monster'

By CHEYENNE ROUNDTREE FOR DAILYMAIL.COM and DANIEL BATES FOR DAILYMAIL.COM
PUBLISHED: 13:21 EDT, 14 July 2020 | UPDATED: 17:20 EDT, 14 July 2020

Ghislaine Maxwell cried as she was denied bail on Tuesday and learned she must stay

locked up until her trial next summer, as Jeffrey Epstein's accused madam pleaded not

guilty to the sex trafficking charges brought against her.
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The 58-year-old wiped tears away and hung her head as she learned her fate, wearing a

prison-issued brown top and with her normally short hair now long and swept back into a

bun, appearing via video link.

U.S. District Judge Alison Nathan denied Maxwell's proposal of a $5 million bond co-

signed by two of her sisters and backed up by more than $3.75 million in property in the

UK.

Maxwell's legal team had argued she would be confined to a 'luxury hotel' in the New

York area, surrender all her travel documents and be subject to GPS monitoring.

But Judge Nathan ruled the British socialite was a significant flight risk, citing her

'substantial international' ties and 'extraordinary financial resources', setting an anticipated

trial date for July 12, 2021.

Maxwell is accused of grooming girls as young as 14 for Epstein to abuse between 1994

and 1997, a period when she was his girlfriend.

She faces up to 35 years in prison if found guilty of the charges, as

prosecutors successfully argued that along with her three passports, connections to

some of the world's most powerful people and her own fortune of more than $10 million -

Maxwell had every incentive to try and flee.

Maxwell will now return to the fortress-like Metropolitan Detention Center in Brooklyn

where she has been given paper clothes to ensure she doesn't kill herself.
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Ghislaine Maxwell cried as she was denied bail on Tuesday and learned she must stay locked

up until her trial next summer, as Jeffrey Epstein's accused madam pleaded not guilty to the

sex trafficking charges brought against her

+18
But Judge Nathan ruled the British socialite was a significant flight risk, citing her 'substantial

international' ties and 'extraordinary financial resources', setting an anticipated trial date for

July 12, 2021
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Maxwell is accused of grooming girls as young as 14 for Epstein to abuse between 1994 and

1997, a period when she was his girlfriend. She faces up to 35 years in prison if found guilty of

the charges, as prosecutors successfully argued that along with her three passports,

connections to some of the world's most powerful people and her own fortune of more than

$10 million - Maxwell had every incentive to try and flee

+18
Maxwell is currently in custody in the Metropolitan Detention Center in Brooklyn (pictured)

where she is wearing paper clothes to ensure she doesn't kill herself
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Maxwell is being closely watched as the Department of Justice wants to ensure she does

not kill herself like Epstein, who hanged himself last August while awaiting trial on sex

trafficking charges.

During the two hour and 20 minute hearing at Manhattan’s Federal Court, Maxwell

appeared via video from the Metropolitan Detention Center in Brooklyn.

The small room she was in had white walls, a white bed, a window with frosted glass and

a door at the back.

She was wearing a dark brown prison issued top and her dark hair was far longer than in

the past - she reportedly has not had a haircut in a year - and was swept behind her head

in a bun.

At the start of the hearing, Maxwell rested her elbows on a table in front of the camera

and put her head on her hands.

She appeared nervous and pensive and kept looking from side to side, as she leaned into

the camera.

Maxwell briefly spoke and only to confirm she could hear the judge and to enter her

plea by saying: ‘Not guilty, your honor’.

Her demeanor changed when prosecutor Alison Moe began outlining the allegations

against her, sitting back in her chair and bowing her head when Moe accused her of

‘sexual abuse of minors’.

With every allegation, Maxwell either scratched her face or moved her hair, but was

emotionless as victim impact statements were read aloud.

It wasn’t until Judge Nathan started reading her decision that Maxwell finally broke down.

She began moving uneasily in her chair as the judge said the evidence against her was

‘strong’.

When Judge Nathan said a ‘combination of factors’ showed she had the ‘motive and

opportunity’ to flee before her trial, Maxwell wiped a tear away.

The second tear fell as the judge said Maxwell was ‘sophisticated at hiding her financial

resources’.
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During the two hour and 20 minute hearing at Manhattan’s Federal Court, Maxwell appeared via

video from the Metropolitan Detention Center in Brooklyn. She was wearing a dark brown

prison issue top and her dark hair was far longer than in the past - she reportedly has not had a

haircut in a year - and was swept behind her head in a bun

+18
It wasn’t until Judge Nathan began reading her decision that Maxwell finally broke down. She

began moving uneasily in her chair as the judge said the evidence against her was ‘strong’.

When Judge Nathan said a ‘combination of factors’ showed she had the ‘motive and

opportunity’ to flee before her trial, Maxwell wiped a tear away
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For the rest of the decision, Maxwell rested her head in her hands as she had done at the

start of the hearing.

Maxwell sat though prosecutors detailing how she was 'skilled at living in hiding' and as

two victims argued she was a flight risk, with one writing: 'Without Ghislaine, Jeffrey

couldn't have done what he did. She is a predator and a monster.'

Prosecutors argued against Maxwell being granted bail, citing that due to holding both

French and British passports, she has the ability to 'live beyond the reach of extradition

indefinitely'.

Prosecutor Moe argued: 'She is good at living under an assumed identity. There really

can be no question that she can live in hiding.'

She revealed when Maxwell bought her $1 million home in Bradford, New Hampshire last

December, she toured the property with a real estate agent using an alias.

Moe said: 'The real estate agent told the FBI agent the buyers for the house introduced

themselves as Scott and Janet Marshall. Both had British accents.

'Scott Marshall told her he was retired from the British military and was currently working

on a book. Janet Marshall described herself as a journalist.'

Last summer, DailyMail.com previously tracked down Maxwell in Manchester-by-the-Sea,

living at a home owned by her tech CEO lover Scott Borgerson. It is unclear if the man

who toured the New Hampshire home with Maxwell was Borgerson.

Moe also read out a victim impact statement from a woman identified as Jane Doe, who

also made the case that Maxwell was a flight risk.

The victim said she knew Maxwell for 10 years and the socialite intended to 'deliver' her

to Epstein, all the while knowing the 'heinous dehumanization that awaited me'.

The woman claimed Maxwell 'was in charge' and 'egged' Epstein on.

She described Maxwell as 'sociopathic' and said she would 'have done anything to get

what she wanted - to satisfy Jeffrey Epstein'.
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+18
Victim Annie Farmer (pictured) also spoke at the hearing, detailing how she met Maxwell when

she was 16 years old. Farmer has previously gone on record with her claims against Maxwell

+18
Prosecutor Allison Moe said when Maxwell bought her $1 million Bradford, New Hampshire

home (pictured), she toured the home back in November of 2019 using the alias of Janet

Marshall and claimed to the real estate agent that she worked as a journalist

The victim added that 'if [Maxwell] is out, I need to be protected', citing a phone call she

received in the middle of the night threatening her two-year-old child.
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Annie Farmer also spoke at the hearing, detailing how she met Maxwell when she was 16

years old. Farmer has previously gone on record with her claims against Maxwell.

She said Maxwell 'has never shown any remorse [and] tormented her survivors... She has

associates across the globe, some of great means.'

Maxwell's attorney Mark Cohen tried to argue his client was not a flight risk, claiming she

has community ties and is 'part of a very large and close family'.

He said: 'Our client is not Jeffrey Epstein, and she has been the target of endless media

spin', leading prosecutor Moe to later shoot back: 'These are the facts. It is not dirt, it is

not spin, it is evidence to the court.'

Cohen claimed Maxwell had received numerous threats and denied she had refused to

open her front door to the FBI when they raided her home on July 2.

He claimed her front door was unlocked, the windows were open and she had

'surrendered' to the agents.

Addressing reports that Maxwell had wrapped her mobile phone in tin foil, which

prosecutors called a 'seemingly misguided effort to evade detection' by law enforcement,

Cohen claimed her phone had been hacked and she had to preserve the phone as

evidence.

MAXWELL'S LEGAL TEAM: Pictured l-r: Jeffrey S. Pagliuca,Christian R Everdell, Laura A.

Menninger and Mark Cohen. In their filings to the court Maxwell's lawyers had argued that she

is at increased risk of catching the coronavirus whilst in prison. They claim that the restrictions
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on access to her lawyers caused by the pandemic would mean it was impossible for her to get

a fair trial

+18
Also on the case is (l-r) Alex Rossmiller, Alison Moe and Maurene Comey, James Comey's

daughter

+18
Pictured: Acting United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York Audrey Strauss

speaks during a news conference to announce charges against Ghislaine Maxwell
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Cohen went above the issue of Maxwell being a flight risk to complain that the charges

against her are from 25 years ago, calling the indictment 'an effort to dance around' the

controversial non-prosecution sweetheart deal Epstein and his associates received in

Florida in 2007.

With her bail now denied, Maxwell will return to the Metropolitan Detention Center in

Brooklyn.

Journalists had started lining up outside the federal court in downtown Manhattan at 6am

to get a seat inside the courtroom.

They were allowed in at 11.45am and had to stand 6ft apart while they waited to ensure

social distancing.

The hearing took place in the jury assembly room which normally has space for hundreds

of people but had a dramatically reduced capacity of just 60 due to the coronavirus.

A dial-in phone line allowed 1,000 more people to listen in - the capacity was increased

from 500 due to world-wide interest.

Inside the room there were two projector screens, which showed the proceedings live.

All parties, including the judge, appeared remotely and no one was physically in court.

Maxwell’s lawyer was visible at all times in a box on the screen. Maxwell had her own

box, the judge had one and the prosecutors had another.

Maxwell’s mugshot has not been released by the federal authorities and the hearing

offered the first chance to see her in at least a year.

Maxwell's whereabouts had largely been unknown since Epstein's arrest last July.

Although DailyMail.com tracked her down to the New England coast last summer, she

vanished again, later popping up in a photo at an In-N-Out in Los Angeles.

The FBI managed to finally trace her down in the quiet and rural town of Bradford, New

Hampshire earlier this month, where she had been living since December.
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Maxwell’s mugshot has not been released by the federal authorities and the hearing offered the

first chance to see her in at least a year. Maxwell's whereabouts had largely been unknown

since Epstein's arrest last July. Although DailyMail.com tracked her down to the New England
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coast last summer, she vanished again, later popping up in a photo at an In-N-Out in Los

Angeles

+18
Maxwell was romantically involved with Jeffrey Epstein from around 1992, but then became his

'right-hand woman', managing his property empire and, it is alleged, his trafficking of minors

Officials said her conduct during the 8.30am raid at the property called 'Tuckedaway' was

'troubling'.

They wrote that when the FBI arrived they were confronted by a locked gate which they

forced their way through.

The filing said: 'As the agents approached the front door to the main house, they

announced themselves as FBI agents and directed the defendant to open the door.

'Through a window, the agents saw the defendant ignore the direction to open the door

and, instead, try to flee to another room in the house, quickly shutting a door behind her.

Agents were ultimately forced to breach the door in order to enter the house to arrest the

defendant, who was found in an interior room in the house.

'Moreover, as the agents conducted a security sweep of the house, they also noticed a

cell phone wrapped in tin foil on top of a desk, a seemingly misguided effort to evade

detection, not by the press or public, which of course would have no ability to trace her

phone or intercept her communications, but by law enforcement'.
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After Maxwell, the daughter of late newspaper tycoon Robert Maxwell, was arrested the

FBI spoke to a security guard who worked on the property who said that her brother had

hired him from a company staffed with former British military soldiers.

The filing states: 'The guard informed the FBI that the defendant had not left the property

during his time working there, and that instead, the guard was sent to make purchases for

the property using the credit card. As these facts make plain, there should be no question

that the defendant is skilled at living in hiding'.

In their filings to the court Maxwell's lawyers had argued that she is at increased risk of

catching the coronavirus whilst in prison. So far there have only been five cases and no

deaths at the prison.

They claim that the restrictions on access to her lawyers caused by the pandemic would

mean it was impossible for her to get a fair trial.

The prosecutors said that in fact the prison had made substantial efforts to accommodate

her and keep her safe.
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+18
New York prosecutors said in a filing Monday this was evidence that Maxwell was 'skilled at

living in hiding' and should be denied bail

+18
Her bail request (pictured) was filed in the US District Court in Manhattan and claims she was

not 'hiding' from authorities, is not a flight risk and is at risk of contracting COVID-19 if she

continues to be held in the Brooklyn jail

The case against her is 'strong' and multiple victims have provided 'detailed, credible

evidence of the defendant's criminal conduct' - with more women coming forward in the

past week.

The victims have made clear they want Maxwell remanded in custody and say they were

'directly abused as a result of Ghislaine Maxwell's actions'.

The document states: 'While that conduct did take place a number of years ago, it is

unsurprising that the victims have been unable to forget the defendant's predatory

conduct after all this time, as traumatic childhood experiences often leave indelible marks.
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'The recollections of the victims bear striking resemblances that corroborate each other

and provide compelling proof of the defendant's active participation in a disturbing

scheme to groom and sexually abuse minor girls'.

The prosecutors said that it was 'curious' that Maxwell claimed to have access to millions

of dollars had not offered 'a single dime' as collateral for her bond.

They claimed that Maxwell's finances were 'completely opaque' and she had not even

indicated which properties she would use for her bond.

Some of the co-signers are 'themselves so wealthy that it would be no financial burden

whatsoever' if they lost their $5 million by Maxwell skipping bail, the document states.

Epstein's victims have long demanded Maxwell's arrest and lawyers for them say that a

slew of new accusers have come forward since she was apprehended.

Prosecutors will likely be looking to do a plea deal with Maxwell to lighten some of the six

charges against her, two of which are perjury for allegedly lying during depositions.

They will be questioning her about powerful men in Epstein's orbit including Bill Clinton

with whom she flew on Epstein's private jet, called the 'Lolita Express', on a tour of Africa

in 2002.

Maxwell was also good friends with Prince Andrew and one of Epstein's victims, Virginia

Roberts, claims she was loaned out to the Duke three times for sex when she was 17.
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July 15, 2020

Ghislaine Maxwell's attack-the-victim strategy may
backfire

bnnbloomberg.ca/ghislaine-maxwell-may-play-the-victim-card-in-trial-defense-1.1465631

Ghislaine Maxwell Photographer: Laura Cavanaugh/Getty Images , Photographer: Laura
Cavanaugh/Getty Images

The bail hearing for Ghislaine Maxwell ended with a judge ruling that she must spend the
next year behind bars awaiting trial on sex-trafficking charges tied to her former boyfriend
Jeffrey Epstein. But it also offered hints at her defense strategy.

During the two-hour video-conference hearing Tuesday, Maxwell’s lawyers questioned the
credibility of her accusers as well as the strength of the government’s case.

While the arguments were designed to win bail, they’ll likely be the same ones used at the
58-year-old’s trial, which is scheduled to start next July. The federal charges stem from
events that are more than two decades old, Maxwell’s lawyer, Mark Cohen, said, noting
that the government doesn’t have “tapes or video” or other such evidence to support the
allegations.

“Absolutely, the defense is telegraphing where they’re going,” said David Weinstein, a
former federal prosecutor who listened in on Maxwell’s hearing. “While the defense isn’t
putting all of their cards on the table, they showed they’re going to argue that she was as

1/3
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much a victim of Epstein -- much in the same way as these girls were -- and that she didn’t
know what was going on behind closed doors.”

Cohen briefly took aim at Annie Farmer, one of Maxwell’s accusers. He said she has sued
Maxwell and is seeking a payout from a fund set up for Epstein’s victims, Cohen said.
Established in May, Epstein’s victims can be compensated by the financier’s estate, valued
at more than US$600 million.

That’s a dangerous tactic that might backfire at trial, said David Boies, who represents
Farmer and several other women who say they were sexually abused by Epstein and
Maxwell.

It’s “a tone-deaf argument” that cost Maxwell her credibility, said Boies, who listened to the
hearing remotely.

“To mount a ‘blame the victim’ defense, particularly in today’s world and trying to blame
these girls for what happened is so contrary to the evidence, is so contrary to people’s
normal sense of morality,” Boies said. “I think that’s just going to enrage a jury if she goes
to trial -- which I would not do if I were representing her.”

Boies said he was confident Farmer would stand up to cross-examination if there’s a trial.

Farmer, who addressed the court by telephone, urged the judge not to grant Maxwell bail,
calling her a “sexual predator who groomed and abused me.” Maxwell “lied under oath and
tormented her survivors,” Farmer said.

Boies said that Farmer was a 16-year-old who “wanted to go to college” when she met
Maxwell.

“Maxwell and Epstein tell Annie and her mother ‘we’re having a group of high school
students to this ranch to help them get into college,”’ Boies said. “But when Annie gets
there, there are no high school students, all these claims are fraudulent and she’s in this
isolated place in New Mexico.”

Remote Hearing

Because of the pandemic, Maxwell’s hearing was held remotely with press and the public
permitted to hear arguments over the phone. About 60 members of the press were allowed
to watch the proceeding on monitors in a jury room in the Manhattan courthouse, with the
judge, lawyers and Maxwell all in different locations.

Prosecutors also offered detail on their evidence, saying they have travel records,
photographs and other documents that will support the charges.
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Along with Farmer’s remarks, Assistant U.S. Attorney Alison Moe read from a letter
written by another of Maxwell’s alleged victims, who asked to be identified only as Jane
Doe. It’s possible that the woman may testify at the trial as well.

“Without Ghislaine Maxwell, Jeffrey Epstein could not have done what he did; she egged
him on,” the woman said in the letter. She called Maxwell “a monster.”

The judge scheduled the trial for July 12. The defense must file its pretrial motions by Dec.
21.

--With assistance from Bob Van Voris.
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July 16, 2020

Ghislaine Maxwell's neighbours tried to make her leave
town

dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8525759/Neighbors-Ghislaine-Maxwell-lover-tried-ostracize-couple-make-leave-
town.html

Ghislaine Maxwell had been living with her tech CEO lover Scott Borgerson
at his home in Manchester-by-the-Sea outside of Boston until last December 

In February 2019 neighbors learned the quiet, well-dressed woman in their
midst had been accused of procuring young girls for pedophile Jeffrey Epstein

'They were absolutely appalled to learn who they were allowing to have the
run of their property,' one resident exclusively told DailyMail.com

Neighbors tried to harass and 'ostracize' Maxwell into leaving, and make her
and Borgerson 'feel they weren't welcome on Sharksmouth or in Manchester'

It led to a court case where Borgerson successfully fought the neighbors'
decision to stop them from using paths and a beach near the home that were
part of a 40-acre estate with other homes

A judge only made his ruling on March 11 this year, three months after
Maxwell had left Sharksmouth for good, moving to her hideaway in Bradford,
NH

Borgerson is believed to have met Maxwell six years ago through speaking
engagements connected to ocean preservation

They were both pictured speaking at the Arctic Circle Assembly in Reykjavik,
Iceland, in 2014 
Ghislaine Maxwell's neighbors were so disgusted when they discovered an accused sex
trafficker was living among them that they tried to harass her into leaving, DailyMail.com
has learned exclusively.

It led to a court case where Maxwell's 14-years-younger lover Scott Borgerson successfully
fought the neighbors' decision to prevent them from using paths and a beach near their
Massachusetts oceanfront property, part of the 40-acre estate shared by other owners.

But the decision was not handed down until after Maxwell, 58, had already left for her new
life of seclusion in neighboring New Hampshire.

The small-town dispute involving the woman who was among the most-wanted in America,
all played out in quaint Manchester-by-the-Sea, a well-to-do town 30 miles north of Boston
where Maxwell was holed up with wealthy tech CEO Borgerson.
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But in February 2019 neighbors learned the quiet, well-dressed woman in their midst had
been accused of procuring young girls for pedophile Jeffrey Epstein — and they decided to
act.

'They were absolutely appalled to learn who they were allowing to have the run of their
property,' one resident told DailyMail.com.

'The second they learned she was involved with Epstein they decided to try to limit how
much they could use their land.'

Ghislaine Maxwell and Scott Borgerson's
neighbors were so disgusted when they
discovered an accused sex trafficker was
living among them that they tried to harass
her into leaving. Borgerson is believed to
have met Maxwell six years ago through
speaking engagements connected to ocean
preservation, a subject on which they share
a passion. They were both pictured speaking
at the Arctic Circle Assembly in Reykjavik,
Iceland, in 2014 (left and right)
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It led to a court case where Maxwell's lover Scott Borgerson successfully fought the
neighbors' decision to prevent them from using paths and a beach near their
Massachusetts oceanfront property. Borgerson, 44, bought the Phippin House (pictured), a
7-bedroom property, for $2.4M in June 2016, using a limited liability company called
Tidewood
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Borgerson's house was part of a 40-acre estate called Sharksmouth and had been sold a
quarter of a century earlier to a couple named Devereux and Jilda Barker. The other five
houses on the estate — which overlooks the site where the USS New Hampshire caught fire
and sunk in 1922 — is owned by the Shelving Rock Trust, made up of descendants of
former owners. Pictured: A view of the Sharksmouth property 
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In April 2019, Boregerson's LLC Tidewood took the three trustees, John Appel, Kathrine
Rive and Curtis Hollingsworth, to an obscure judicial branch — the Massachusetts Land
Court — where Borgerson successfully argued that the privileges allowed the Barkers were
transferable, court papers uncovered exclusively by DailyMail.com show (pictured) 

Borgerson, 44, bought the Phippin House, a seven-bedroom property, for $2.4 million in
June 2016, using a limited liability company called Tidewood. 

The house, built in the early 18th century and shipped up from Salem by barge, was part of
a 40-acre estate called Sharksmouth and had been sold a quarter of a century earlier to a
couple named Devereux and Jilda Barker.

The other five houses on the estate — which overlooks the site where the USS New
Hampshire caught fire and sunk in 1922 — is owned by the Shelving Rock Trust, made up
of descendants of former owners. 
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The Trust had allowed the Barkers to use the whole property pretty-much at will and when
Borgerson moved in he assumed he could too.

The Trust took no action for nearly three years — until they discovered the woman living
with him was notorious for her dealings with Epstein.

'Someone told one of the trustees that they should look into her background and as soon as
they did they decided to act.

'Until then they had thought they were a nice couple. They would often see them jogging
together on the paths. They were allowed to use the tennis courts and gather firewood and
use the beach. Ghislaine would often jog in town.

'But when they realized who Maxwell was, the trustees were revolted,' said the Manchester
resident. 

'They wanted to ostracize them as much as possible and make them feel they weren't
welcome on Sharksmouth or in Manchester.

'They felt sex trafficking and pedophilia are the most disgusting things in the world and
they wanted them off the property.'

In April 2019 Borgerson's LLC Tidewood took the three trustees, John Appel, Kathrine
Rive and Curtis Hollingsworth, to an obscure judicial branch — the Massachusetts Land
Court — where Borgerson argued the privileges allowed the Barkers were transferable,
court papers uncovered exclusively by DailyMail.com show. 
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The Trust had allowed the Barkers to use the whole property pretty-much at will and when
Borgerson moved in he assumed he could too. The Trust took no action for nearly three
years — until they discovered the woman living with him was notorious for her dealings
with Epstein
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 'Someone told one of the trustees that they should look into her background and as soon
as they did they decided to act. 'Until then they had thought they were a nice couple. They
would often see them jogging together on the paths. They were allowed to use the tennis
courts and gather firewood and use the beach. Ghislaine would often jog in town. But when
they realized who Maxwell was, the trustees were revolted,' said the Manchester resident
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Townsfolk in Manchester describe Borgerson and Maxwell as 'challenging' neighbors.
'They had three very violent dogs, which would run up to people barking and baring their
teeth,' said one
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Initially Borgerson and the trustees had gotten on well. Two months after buying the
Phippin House he sent them an email (pictured) saying how he wanted to be a good
neighbor and hoped they would be able to come round for drinks once improvements to
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the house were completed

'What started as a serendipitous winter rental of your Red Cottage transformed into my
desire to remain permanently at this beautiful location,' he wrote in the email that was
submitted into evidence in court. He even asked about the possibility of buying a second
property on the estate and signed off the letter: 'I look forward to being a good neighbor for
decades to come!'

The trustees countersued, naming Borgerson and Maxwell as third-party defendants.

The trustees lost on every count.

Another resident who has met both Borgerson and Maxwell on numerous occasions told
DailyMail.com that Borgerson often talked about his dream of becoming President of the
United States. ‘His relationship with Ghislaine has pretty much scuppered that — and I’m
glad,’ he said.
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‘He is personable, very bright and intelligent, but he is an extreme narcissist, totally in love
with himself, money and power.’

Borgerson, a former US Coast Guard lieutenant-commander, is believed to have met
Maxwell six years ago through speaking engagements connected to ocean preservation, a
subject on which they share a passion. They were both pictured speaking at the Arctic
Circle Assembly in Reykjavik, Iceland, in 2014.

He and his wife Rebecca were still married at the time. Their divorce was finalized in
December 2015. They have two children, a 12-year-old boy and a 9-year-old girl.

He did not respond to DailyMail.com’s requests for comment.

Rebecca discovered their affair when he told her he was going to give a speech in London
but she discovered he was in Miami with Maxwell.

Rebecca, a devout Christian, is understood to have made efforts to befriend Maxwell, as
she felt it better to forgive than carry anger around with her. ‘She feels that the Bible
teaches us to be kind. They met on several occasions,’ one friend said. ‘They were very
cordial to each other.’ 

Last August when DailyMail.com first revealed that Maxwell was living with father-of-two
Borgerson in Manchester, he said: 'Ghislaine Maxwell is not at my home and I don't know
where she is.'

But, in fact, she lived there for nearly a year, only moving out in December last year when
she bought her ultra-secluded home, Tuckedaway, a two-hour drive away in Bradford, New
Hampshire. FBI agents arrested at that house in an early-morning raid on July 2.
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At Maxwell's bail hearing on Tuesday, US prosecutor Alison Moe claimed Maxwell had a
spouse, later revealing Maxwell had toured her hideaway under the alias of Janet/Jen
Marshall along with a man who gave his name as Scott Marshall before purchasing it in
November 2019 . The real estate agent described the pair as a couple, though it is unknown
if Scott Marshall is Scott Borgerson 
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Last August when DailyMail.com first
revealed that Maxwell was living with
father-of-two Borgerson in Manchester, he
said: 'Ghislaine Maxwell is not at my home
and I don't know where she is.'  Pictured:
Borgerson last summer in Boston

At Maxwell's bail hearing on Tuesday, US
prosecutor Alison Moe claimed Maxwell had
a spouse, later revealing Maxwell had
toured her hideaway under the alias of
Janet/Jen Marshall along with a man who
gave his name as Scott Marshall before
purchasing it in November 2019.  

The real estate agent described the pair as a
couple, though it is unknown if Scott
Marshall is Scott Borgerson. 

Records revealed Maxwell's $1 million home
was purchased by a company that
reportedly has ties to Borgerson. 

The buyer is listed as Granite Reality LLC - a
mysterious corporation that was set up just
weeks prior the purchase.

The Sun reports that Granite Reality LLC is managed by Boston lawyer, Jeffrey W. Roberts,
who is also the registered agent of a second company, Hopely Yealton.

Curiously, the publication reports that the manager of Hopely Yealton is Borgerson.

Maxwell now faces at least the next year inside the notoriously tough Metropolitan
Detention Center in Brooklyn, New York, while awaiting trial on sex trafficking charges
that carry a maximum 35-year prison term. She pleaded not guilty to all charges when she
appeared before a judge on Tuesday. 

Land Court Judge Howard Speicher only made his ruling on March 11 this year, three
months after Maxwell had left Sharksmouth for good.

Just like Borgerson, Maxwell used an LLC — Granite Reality — to hide behind her $1
million mountain-top home's purchase. She even used the same attorney, Boston-based
Jeffrey Roberts. 
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Borgerson used another trust, Angara, to buy his second home close to his office in Boston.
Maxwell's sister Christine Malina-Maxwell
is listed as a trustee of Angara.

Townsfolk in Manchester describe
Borgerson and Maxwell as 'challenging'
neighbors. 'They had three very violent
dogs, which would run up to people barking
and baring their teeth,' said one.
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Maxwell was romantically involved with Jeffrey Epstein from around 1992, but then
became his 'right-hand woman', managing his property empire and, it is alleged, his
trafficking of minors

'Construction workers doing renovations were bitten on more than one occasion. It got so
bad that the workers refused to go to the property unless they knew for a fact that the dogs
were locked up.

'I would describe Borgerson as a very arrogant man. They were both very nice, very smooth
and very cocksure at the same time.'

'Ghislaine was there a lot,' said the resident, who asked not to be identified. 'She was much
more visible before Jeffrey Epstein's arrest and death. Once he died the spotlight turned on
her. I don't know whether she was hiding out at the property or where she was.'

Initially Borgerson and the trustees had gotten on well. Two months after buying the
Phippin House he sent them an email saying how he wanted to be a good neighbor and
hoped they would be able to come round for drinks once improvements to the house were
completed.

'What started as a serendipitous winter rental of your Red Cottage transformed into my
desire to remain permanently at this beautiful location,' he wrote in the email that was
submitted into evidence in court.
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He even asked about the possibility of buying a second property on the estate and signed
off the letter: 'I look forward to being a good neighbor for decades to come!'

But now things have gone so far south between him and the trustees that on August 20 last
year — 10 days after Epstein's death in federal prison — Sharksmouth property manager
Marianne Coons called police after Borgerson had allegedly threatened her 27-year-old
daughter Skylar with a metal-tipped walking stick.

According to a police report seen by DailyMail.com: 'Skylar stated that as she was driving a
golf cart around their property while babysitting, Borgerson approached them while
carrying his phone 'intensely and aggressively,' and while holding some sort of stick with a
metal ending at his side. Skylar stated Borgerson said to her 'your mother put my child in
danger.'

'Skylar stated she felt threatened because Borgerson was filming her and the juvenile she
was babysitting ''intensely.'''

No charges were filed in relation to the incident. 
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July 17, 2020

Jeffrey Epstein's victim Maria Farmer claims it was the
British socialite who always set the trap

dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8535303/Jeffrey-Epsteins-victim-Maria-Farmer-claims-British-socialite-set-trap.html

'Ghislaine Maxwell was the mastermind': Jeffrey Epstein's victim
Maria Farmer who was the first to blow the whistle on him claims it
was the British socialite who always set the trap

By Tom Leonard for the Daily Mail

Published: 17:25 EDT, 17 July 2020 | Updated: 17:25 EDT, 17 July 2020
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For talented young artist Maria Farmer, it was the night she’d been working towards for
months — her graduation show at the prestigious New York Academy of Art.

Maria, then 25, was ecstatic, having sold all three of her exhibited paintings for five-figure
sums.

Then a senior staff member appeared at her shoulder, took her arm and pointed out two
people she’d never seen before.
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Annie Farmer outside New York court on
July 15, 2019

‘This couple here are going to buy your art . .
. they’re very important benefactors of the
academy,’ she was told.

It was Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine
Maxwell, and they got the painting they
wanted — a semi-naked man observing a
sleeping girl, inspired by Edgar Degas’s The
Rape — for $6,000, half the price Maria had
been offered earlier.

Fast-forward 25 years and this week Maria’s
younger sister gave an emotional statement
to a Manhattan court about why Maxwell
should not be granted bail.

Speaking via an audio feed from her home
in Texas, psychotherapist Annie Farmer,
one of three women whose claims are the
basis for the criminal case against the
British socialite, said Maxwell was a ‘sexual
predator’ who had ‘never shown any
remorse for her heinous crimes or the
devastating, lasting effects her actions
caused’.

Maria, who says she feels guilty for
unwittingly bringing her then teenage sister
into the orbit of Maxwell and Epstein, was the first person to report the pair’s alleged
sexual abuse of underage girls in 1996. But her attempts to get the police and FBI to
investigate the attack on Annie, then 16, were ignored, leaving Epstein free to pursue his
depravity.

The sisters’ story is shocking and their determination to get justice remarkable. Now, at
last, their voices are being heard. Annie’s testimony was a key factor in the judge’s decision
to deny Maxwell bail and keep her in a New York jail cell before her trial next year — which
is as it should be, Maria told the Mail yesterday.

For her, Epstein — who was found dead in his remand jail cell last year — isn’t the worst
villain in this scandal.
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‘That woman was much more sinister than Epstein, and to me, much more dangerous,’ she
says. ‘She was definitely the mastermind. She was in charge.’

Maria worked for Epstein, a financial guru, for a year, during which time she says she saw
first hand Maxwell’s astonishing charm and her terrifying viciousness.
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Ruse: Epstein and Maxwell claimed to be interested in Maria Farmer’s art (pictured)
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The smart and well-bred English woman — a ‘cool sister’ figure at first, Maria says —
showered her with kindness and attention. But, Maria claims, she also tried to inveigle her
in her hideous enterprise of procuring young girls for Epstein.

Maria says she fled after the couple sexually assaulted her. Later, to her utter horror, she
discovered they had done the same to her 16-year-old sister, Annie.

Even then, she says Maxwell pursued her with dire threats against her safety and forced
her into years of hiding.

Maria has rarely discussed her ordeal but, her voice often shaking with emotion, she
described her joy that Maxwell — who denies sex trafficking and perjury charges — is
finally facing justice.

Her first impression of Epstein and Maxwell in New York was not favourable — not least
because she was directed to sell them one of her paintings at a loss. ‘My first impression
was that they were very cheap but also very strange,’ she says. ‘I kind of felt sorry for them
because she was dressed so garishly and I just felt “Yuck.” ’

However, the next time she met Maxwell — when she was invited to stay on Epstein’s
ranch in New Mexico with other alumni from her art school — Maria thought ‘she was the
most elegant thing in the world’.
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As soon as he knew of her existence, Epstein asked to see photos of Annie (pictured), says
Maria who claims she remembers Maxwell looking at them and saying: ‘She’s perfect.’ 

She explains: ‘Ghislaine rode up on this white horse in this fabulous equestrian attire. Very
elegant and well-spoken. She was charming.’ Several months after the art show, Epstein
offered Maria a $1,000-a-month job managing his art collection and later manning the
reception at the vast mansion he was renovating in Manhattan, the location of many of his
subsequent sex crimes, and where Prince Andrew was later a guest.

As soon as Epstein moved into the house, one of the largest private residences in the city,
the endless trail of passing workmen and decorators stopped and, says Maria, ‘it started
getting weird’.

The visitors were now ‘children’ — girls so young that some were wearing braces and
school uniforms — and, sometimes arriving at the same time were ‘prominent individuals’
whose names she doesn’t want to disclose.

Maxwell, she says, told her the underage girls were auditioning as models for Victoria’s
Secret, a lingerie brand owned by Epstein’s friend and client, billionaire Les Wexner, and
for a fashion venture she and Epstein called the Limited Corporation.

Maria says she once met Donald Trump in Epstein’s office and says the future U.S.
president cast an appraising eye over her before Epstein said: ‘She’s not for you.’

Given they were supposedly hiring models, neither Epstein nor Maxwell had to hide the
fact that the girls were underage. Maria claims she recalls how Maxwell would fly out of the
house on the hunt for new blood around 3pm each day when school ended, screaming: ‘I
need to get the nubiles!’
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In return, Epstein spoiled Maxwell, says Maria. She had an entire floor at each of his
homes. In his New York mansion, it was decorated pink and was ‘incredibly lush’.

Her private quarters at Epstein’s Palm Beach house in Florida included a room with what
Maxwell is said to have called a ‘sex swing’, and another outlandish device that she boasted
was the secret of her youthful appearance. ‘I hang upside down like a bat for 45 minutes
and it makes me look really young,’ she told Maria.

Both Epstein and Maxwell could lay on the charm and flattery when they wanted, says
Maria. Epstein ‘made you feel like he was the most special person on Earth’, while Maxwell
‘made you feel special and safe’, she recalls.

Indeed, the couple told Maria they were married ‘to make me feel safe’. They would take
her and other young women out for outings — shopping, rollerblading or the cinema.

Maxwell ‘would just dote on you — make you’d feel like you’d won the lottery and that,
wow, I must be really cool because this super-smart lady from Great Britain is paying
attention to me’, she says. ‘You know when you’re young you just think the accent is so cool.
Hers was so proper and posh.’

Now, she has no doubt what lay behind the love-bombing. ‘They were grooming me,’ she
says simply — and, indirectly, plotting to get access to her sister.

In her mid-20s at the time, Maria is convinced she was too old to be of sexual interest to
Epstein. But Maxwell — who allegedly employed a group of younger Epstein acolytes to
satisfy his vast appetite for new underage girls — had other uses for her.
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Maria (pictured in her senior year at school), who says she feels guilty for unwittingly
bringing her then teenage sister into the orbit of Maxwell and Epstein, was the first person
to report the pair’s alleged sexual abuse of underage girls in 1996

Around six months after she started working for Epstein, Maria says Maxwell invited her
to her own apartment on New York’s Upper East Side.

There, she made a play for sympathy by claiming that while she only wanted Epstein’s love,
he ‘just loves all these women’ and admitted they weren’t married, but ‘just dating’. She
told Maria that a teenage girl was coming round whom she was determined to make a
Victoria’s Secret model.

Maxwell wanted Maria to convince her what a wonderful couple she and Epstein were to
work for.

‘She was beautiful with long, blonde hair,’ recalls Maria of the 19-year-old whom she claims
Maxwell conceded was ‘older than Jeffrey usually wants’. The girl told Maria an
extraordinary story of what had just happened — Epstein, a stranger, had said hello to her
as she’d been walking through Central Park with her boyfriend. Epstein had then called
Maxwell. who, it is said, rushed into the park and, after an hour, tracked the girl down and
asked her about modelling.

Epstein relied on Maxwell to procure girls ‘one million per cent’, claims Maria. ‘He was
extremely awkward with women. He had zero sex vibe. I couldn’t figure out whether he was
gay or what.’ When Maxwell was out of earshot, Maria whispered to the girl that Epstein
never paid her properly. Maxwell never again asked her to help recruit anyone, she says.

As time passed, and able to observe Maxwell on a daily basis in Epstein’s mansion, Maria
says she soon saw a far less pleasant side to her.

‘What made her tick was power and control over vulnerable people,’ she claims, not least
the Filipina maids whom she treated as though they were barely human.
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Both Epstein (left) and Maxwell (right) could lay on the charm and flattery when they
wanted, says Maria. Epstein ‘made you feel like he was the most special person on Earth’,
while Maxwell ‘made you feel special and safe’, she recalls

It has been alleged Maxwell often joined in with Epstein in his sexual assaults on underage
girls, but Maria believes she was drawn by power rather than lust.

‘She was an emotional terrorist with a sado-masochistic side — she enjoyed harming
people and having that power and control,’ she declares .

It is the prosecution’s case that they acted as one in their alleged sex crimes, but Epstein
and Maxwell were very different personalities, Maria claims.

‘Epstein definitely had a dark side, but Maxwell would turn on a dime into a very
malicious, brutal human being — and I never saw that of Epstein,’ she claims. ‘She would
just suddenly become psychotic, and it scared me to death.’

A sheet of paper incorrectly placed on a desk was enough for Maxwell to ‘vent’ such fury
that it made Maria cry. Then Epstein would come and dry her tears. ‘It was a sick pattern
for them — good cop, bad cop.’
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Maria may have been too old for Epstein’s tastes but that didn’t stop him and Maxwell
molesting her, she alleges, in what she claims was an attempt to strengthen their power
over her.

It is said to have happened in the summer of 1996 after Epstein invited Maria to paint at
Les Wexner’s vast estate in Ohio — at the time she was working on a series of pictures of
pubescent girls and using photos of her two younger sisters as models.

The New Mexico ranch where, as a teenager, Annie claims she was abused

She claims that Epstein and Maxwell came to visit her. That night, she said Maxwell asked
her to give Epstein a foot massage. She thought it ‘so inappropriate’, but obliged.

It became far, far worse when the trio ended up lying on Epstein’s bed with Maria in the
middle and the other two ‘mechanically’ groping her, she claims. Maria allgeges that they
twisted her nipples painfully, and insulted her about her small stature and large bust.

As she wept, Maxwell is said to have reassured her: ‘Shhh, it’s going to be OK.’

She says she was scared that she was going to be raped, and so ran back to her bedroom
and barricaded the door. She didn’t emerge until she knew the couple had left in the
morning .
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When she did, she claims she discovered that three nude photos — two of Annie and
another of their 12-year-old sister — were missing .

‘It was emotionally devastating for me but mainly because the whole time I was thinking:
“My sister’s been alone with them . . . Oh my God,” ’ she told me.

For by then, Maria claims Epstein and Maxwell had inveigled Annie into their twisted
world.

In fact, Maria is convinced that one of the reasons the couple spent so much time grooming
her, as she says, was so they could get access to her teenage sister.

As soon as he knew of her existence, Epstein asked to see photos of Annie, says Maria who
claims she remembers Maxwell looking at them and saying: ‘She’s perfect.’

Maria knew the couple were ‘weird’ but says she had no notion they might, as she believes,
have sexual designs on her underage sister.

It is said they tried to persuade Maria to bring Annie to New York to be a model, but that
held no appeal for the brainy teenager who had academic ambitions.

When he discovered Annie wanted to go to university, it is said that Epstein saw his
opportunity and offered to help financially, flying her to New York from the family home in
Arizona. Annie found Epstein to be charming — until he took the sisters to the cinema.

Sitting between them, Epstein began rubbing Annie’s hand and then her lower leg. She let
it pass and did not tell her older sister. He then offered to pay for Annie to visit Thailand to
improve her CV for college applications — but first invited her to his new ranch for the
weekend. Annie assumed she’d be one of many students there who were benefiting from
Epstein’s largesse, but she arrived to find herself alone with Epstein and Maxwell.

She claims that Maxwell repeatedly asked her if she wanted a massage and she finally gave
in. Annie claims that she ended up being topless and lying on her back as Maxwell
massaged her chest in an ‘inappropriate’ way. She sensed Epstein was nearby, watching.

But the ‘scariest moment’ of the weekend, Annie claims, was when Epstein came into her
bedroom one morning and asked for a ‘cuddle’, crawling into bed with her. ‘He was
touching me and I don’t know how long that lasted because I was sort of checking out a
bit,’ she has said.

She says that she eventually excused herself and hid in the bathroom.

Maria claims it was only after her own sexual ordeal at the hands of Epstein and Maxwell
that she spoke to her sister about it and was horrified to discover what had happened to
Annie.
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Back home in New York, Maria went to the police but they told her that alleged offences
committed in Ohio and New Mexico were outside their jurisdiction. She called the FBI and
spent half an hour describing what had happened. The FBI never rang back.

In 2003, the sisters spoke to Vanity Fair magazine, which was researching an article about
Epstein’s business activities. Maria says Maxwell started making threatening calls soon
after, making clear she knew her movements in the city and telling her: ‘Better be careful
and watch your back.’ The eventual story omitted all mention of them.

Maria left New York and went into hiding, renovating houses for a living.

She says it’s ‘disgusting’ that it took so long to bring Epstein and Maxwell to justice, but
she’s savouring the moment of the latter’s downfall.

‘Revenge is best served cold like this because Ghislaine wasn’t expecting it,’ she says. ‘If
you’d got away with something for a quarter of a century, why would you expect that to
change.’

What does she hope happens to Maxwell now? ‘I hope she sits there [in prison] for ever. I
also hope it really pains her to know she’s just this plebeian prisoner with a number,’ Maria
states.

‘I have waited 25 years — half my life — for this and, for Annie and me, it’s a miracle.’
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July 21, 2020

Ghislaine Maxwell paid $25k to Jacob Wohl to 'smear
victims'

dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8531293/Ghislaine-Maxwell-paid-25K-Jacob-Wohl-smear-victims-AG-fired.html

EXCLUSIVE: Ghislaine Maxwell paid $25K to fake news purveyor
Jacob Wohl to 'smear Epstein victims and to get prosecutor
Geoffrey Berman fired in attempt to stall sex trafficking
investigation against her'

Ghislaine Maxwell hired Jacob Wohl to smear alleged victims of Jeffrey
Epstein and her, a former friend told DailyMail.com in an exclusive
interview
As part of a $25k deal, Wohl and his lobbyist colleague Jack Burkman
also allegedly pushed to get former New York US Attorney Geoffrey
Berman fired 
Wohl and Burkman are far-right lobbyists who have become a laughing
stock in DC after several failed attempts to smear top political figures 
Maryland paralegal Kristin Spealman claims she was initially contacted
by the duo to use her in a smear campaign against Nancy Pelosi and Ted
Cruz
Spealman told DailyMail.com they bragged to her they had been hired in
early June for $25,000 to dig up dirt on Maxwell's alleged sex trafficking
victims
Federal documents filed this month show a company linked to Maxwell
had hired Wohl and Burkman to lobby on ‘issues relating to US DOJ,
Senate Judiciary, House Judiciary,’ DailyMail.com can exclusively
reveal  
Berman's removal was intended to stall or stop the criminal investigation
into Maxwell, Spealman said    
Berman was ultimately pushed out by Barr in June, but two weeks later
Maxwell was charged as part of Epstein's sex trafficking ring 

By Josh Boswell For Dailymail.com

Published: 09:15 EDT, 21 July 2020 | Updated: 02:55 EDT, 22 July 2020
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Ghislaine Maxwell hired fake news purveyor Jacob Wohl to smear her and Jeffrey Epstein's
alleged victims, a former friend has told DailyMail.com in an exclusive interview.

As part of a $25,000 deal made in June, Wohl and his lobbyist colleague Jack Burkman
also allegedly pushed to get New York US Attorney Geoffrey Berman, who had led Epstein's
case, fired in order to stall or stop the criminal investigation into Maxwell.  

Wohl and Burkman are far-right lobbyists who have become a laughing stock in DC after
several failed attempts to smear top political figures including Elizabeth Warren, Kamala
Harris, Nancy Pelosi, Ted Cruz, Robert Mueller and Dr. Anthony Fauci by paying women
to make false claims of sordid affairs and drug-dealing.

One of the women they tried to use for their smear plots, Maryland model and paralegal
Kristin Spealman, told DailyMail.com the men had been hired by Maxwell, who currently
faces trial over charges she and Epstein trafficked underage girls for sex.

Spealman, 36, said the lobbyists bragged to her they had been hired in early June for
$25,000 to dig up dirt on Maxwell's alleged sex trafficking victims and to get Berman fired
using Burkman’s supposed influence with Attorney General William Barr.

Berman ultimately stepped down after a push from Barr. But less than two weeks later,
Maxwell was charged on July 2 as being part of Epstein's sex trafficking ring and taken
into custody. 
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Ghislaine Maxwell hired fake news purveyor and accused felon Jacob Wohl to smear
alleged victims of her and Jeffrey Epstein, Wohl's former friend has told DailyMail.com in
an exclusive interview
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As part of a $25,000 deal made in June,
Wohl (left) and his lobbyist colleague Jack
Burkman (right) also allegedly pushed to get
New York US Attorney Geoffrey Berman,
who had led Epstein's case, fired to stall or
stop the criminal investigation into Maxwell
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One of the models Wohl tried to use for his and Burkman's smear plots, Maryland
paralegal Kristin Spealman (pictured with Wohl), told DailyMail.com the men had been
hired by Maxwell, who currently faces trial over charges she and Epstein trafficked
underage girls for sex

When contacted for comment Wohl told DailyMail.com that Maxwell ‘deserves
representation’.

‘Every person, even those accused of the most odious of crimes, deserves representation
and possesses the right to engage lobbyists to petition the government on their behalf,’ the
22-year-old said. ‘Otherwise, we cannot comment on client matters.’
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Burkman similarly told DailyMail.com: 'All persons accused of crimes--however terrible--
have the right to representation and representation in the court of public opinion.' 

DailyMail.com has contacted Maxwell's lawyers for comment. 

Federal documents filed this month show a company linked to Maxwell had hired Wohl
and Burkman to lobby on ‘issues relating to US DOJ, Senate Judiciary, House Judiciary,’
DailyMail.com can exclusively reveal.

Berman (pictured) ultimately stepped down
after Attorney General William 'Bill' Barr
announced he would be resigned, but less
than two weeks later, Maxwell was charged
on July 2 as being part of Epstein's sex
trafficking ring and taken into custody

A form filed with the US Senate by
Burkman’s company, J M Burkman &
Associates, on July 3 under the Lobbying
Disclosure Act shows Wohl and Burkman
were hired by 'Granite Realty LLC,' a
frequent misspelling of Granite Reality - the
company linked to Maxwell.

Maxwell bought the house through Granite
Reality LLC, of 155 Seaport Blvd, Boston
MA, the address of Nutter McClennen & Fish, a law firm which has previously acted for
her. It is the same address on the disclosure form.

The form lists Burkman and Wohl as lobbyists for 'Granite Realty,' described as a ‘real
estate company’, and indicates the pair will be lobbying over ‘Issues relating to US DOJ,
Senate Judiciary, House Judiciary.’

New York prosecutors say the firm is connected to Maxwell, with the LLC linked to her
purchase of a New Hampshire house where she was arrested on July 2 - the day before
Burkman’s lobbying disclosure was filed.

New Hampshire property records show Granite Reality paid $1,070,000 cash in December
for the home, aptly named Tuckedaway.

Maxwell used a fake name and the ‘carefully anonymized LLC’, set up just weeks before the
purchase, to buy the house while she hid from law enforcement, prosecutors in her New
York sex trafficking case said.
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Wohl and Burkman told Spealman that Maxwell also used the secretive LLC to hire them
as lobbyists around early June, the model claimed.

‘Her company Granite Realty LLC hired them to first get rid of the US attorney Jeffrey
Berman,’ the paralegal said, referring to the name of the company the way it was spelled on
the document. 

‘She wanted him fired. And then I guess she assumed the charges would go away or maybe
she wouldn’t be prosecuted. I think that was the goal.’
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Federal documents filed this month show a company linked to Maxwell had hired Wohl
and Burkman to lobby on ‘issues relating to US DOJ, Senate Judiciary, House Judiciary,’
DailyMail.com can exclusively reveal
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The form lists Burkman and Wohl as lobbyists for 'Granite Realty,'actually Granite Reality,
described as a ‘real estate company’, and indicates the pair will be lobbying over ‘Issues
relating to US DOJ, Senate Judiciary, House Judiciary'

New York prosecutors say the firm i s linked to Maxwell's purchase of a New Hampshire
house (pictured) where she was arrested on July 2 - the day before Burkman’s lobbying
disclosure was filed. New Hampshire property records show Granite Reality paid
$1,070,000 cash in December for the home, aptly named Tuckedaway

Spealman claimed Burkman bragged to her that he was ‘really good friends’ with Barr and
had persuaded him to fire Berman.

On June 19, Barr did release a statement saying Berman would step down – though Trump
had reportedly been considering removing the prosecutor for two years.

Berman at first refused to resign, then later capitulated when his deputy was announced as
the new acting US attorney for the Southern District of New York.
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Spealman claimed Burkman bragged to her
that he was ‘really good friends’ with Barr
and had persuaded him to fire Berman.
There is no evidence that Wohl or Burkman
had any role in Berman's firing

There is no evidence that Wohl or Burkman
had any role in Berman's firing.

There is also no evidence that Burkman and
Barr have a close relationship. 

‘The second part of their job was to discredit
the [alleged] victims of Jeffrey Epstein and
her,’ Spealman said.

‘I believed those girls, I felt like they were telling the truth and they were real victims.

‘I was disgusted with the things [Wohl and Burkman], were telling me. They were saying
really bad things about them.

‘Like the one girl who said she got pregnant by Epstein and they made her get an abortion.
Jacob said ''no, her boyfriend got her pregnant and then she demanded money.'' It was just
a lot of stuff that made them look bad.

‘That’s their job now, to discredit these victims. Hopefully so that the charges go away or
[Maxwell] wins.’

The lobbyists allegedly told Spealman their smear targets included Epstein accusers
Virginia Giuffre, Sarah Ransome and Courtney Wild, the model said.

Spealman claimed Wohl and Burkman revealed their plot with Maxwell during a night of
partying at Burkman’s Arlington, Virginia home on July 11.

The part-time model said the two men had already spent months trying to get her involved
in other smear campaigns. 
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Wohl and Burkman told Spealman (pictured) that Maxwell also used her secretive LLC to
hire them as lobbyists around early June, the model claimed
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The lobbyists allegedly told Spealman their smear targets included Epstein accusers
Virginia Giuffre (pictured), Sarah Ransome and Courtney Wild, the model said
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‘The second part of their job was to
discredit the [alleged] victims of Jeffrey
Epstein and her,’ Spealman said. ‘I believed
those girls, I felt like they were telling the
truth and they were real victims. ‘I was
disgusted with the things [Wohl and
Burkman], were telling me. They were
saying really bad things about them.
Pictured: Courtney Wild (left) and Sarah
Ransome (right)

Spealman said Burkman first called her last
September asking her to be a part of a
purported reality TV show that he and Wohl
were producing, which involved ‘playing
innocent pranks on celebrities and
politicians.’

After wining and dining the model at DC
hotel bars and restaurants, as well as
dangling the prospect of a $300,000
paycheck for her role, the two lobbyists
revealed their real plans, she said.

‘At the third meeting they totally switched things,’ Spealman told DailyMail.com. ‘They
said they wanted me to say I was selling Percocet to Nancy Pelosi. I was pretty shocked
because that’s a big leap from what they had sold me on.

‘I don’t want to have that sort of reputation. I’m a paralegal. I was worried about
defamation suits. I was like ''look guys, I can’t do that''.'

The model said the fake news peddlers agreed to change their plans. But at the next
meeting in October, Spealman said they presented her with a statement to sign claiming
she had ‘steamy sex’ with married senator Ted Cruz.

Spealman claimed Wohl and Burkman asked her to read the bogus statement at a press
conference scheduled the next day.

‘I received a text directing me to a lavish fourth-floor suite,’ the statement said. ‘Inside was
Senator Cruz, clad only in boxers. After a few old fashioneds, I was a willing participant in
a night of steamy sex.

‘Despite his ugly face and overweight physique, I could not resist the opportunity to be with
a United States Senator. I was paid $2,700 for the evening.
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‘On November 30, 2019, I received an angry
call from Heidi Cruz, the Senator’s banker
wife. She told me that I would be exposed if
I ever saw her husband again.

‘Undeterred, I met again with Senator Cruz
on January 4, 2019. This time he flew me to
Austin.' 
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Spealman claimed Wohl and Burkman asked her to read the bogus statement (pictured) at
a press conference scheduled the next day
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‘I would have never done it, I wouldn’t have felt comfortable doing it,’ Spealman told
DailyMail.com. ‘But I kind of led them to believe I would do it... I felt manipulated a bit. ‘I
took pictures of the script and told them I needed to rehearse and I’d get back to them'

The statement continued: 'Following sex, the Senator confessed to me that his wife ''could
no longer give him an erection'' due to her advancing age, flab and significant weight gain.
He said that my young bikini body had made him feel like a man for the first time in years.’
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The documents continued with more outlandish fake claims, saying Cruz used a ‘penis
pump’ and took Spealman to a swingers party where his wife caught him and ‘literally
dragged him by the penis to the front door’.

‘I would have never done it, I wouldn’t have felt comfortable doing it,’ Spealman told
DailyMail.com.

‘But I kind of led them to believe I would do it... I felt manipulated a bit.

‘I took pictures of the script and told them I needed to rehearse and I’d get back to them.’

The paralegal said she showed the statement to her lawyers who called Wohl and Burkman
and got her out of the sleazy deal.

‘After my lawyers talked to them Jack called me like 30 times,’ Spealman said. ‘I wasn’t
answering, so he texted me stuff like “we need you to do this”, “this is your shot”, “you’re
going to be a star”, stuff like that. I just sort of brushed them off.

‘After a few weeks they got another model to do the press conference instead.’

On October 21 last year Wohl and Burkman held a press conference outside Burkman’s
Arlington home where a woman wearing large sunglasses who said her name was ‘Kay
Feller’ read the same lurid statement about Ted Cruz.
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In 2018 the young lobbyist and self-styled ‘renegade firebrand’ attempted his first high-
profile smear, accusing former FBI chief Robert Mueller of sexual misconduct. Wohl and
Burkman held a botched press conference over the sexual misconduct claims in a shabby
Holiday Inn, where the alleged victim failed to show up and Burkman gave a speech with
his fly undone (pictured) 

Journalists who attended wrote stories deriding the tricksters and dismissing the fake
claims, and critics of the lobbyists turned up to disrupt the bizarre press conference by
playing a banjo, sounding an air horn and throwing donuts at the two men.

Spealman said despite asking her to lie about high-ranking politicians, she remained
friendly with the lobbyists and occasionally went out to DC clubs and bars with Wohl.

She said the men invited her to Burkman’s house on July 11 and made another indecent
proposal before revealing their deal with Maxwell.

‘They wanted to ''smooth the waters'', is how they put it,’ the part-time model said. ‘They
convinced me to come over Saturday just to talk. The first half they were nice.

‘As the night progressed, we were getting along. They felt comfortable asking me to do
something like this again. I was a little surprised by it,’ she said.

‘They wanted me to find models in my agency ''that turned 18 in the last month'' is what
they said to me. I said ''How am I supposed to know if they turned 18 in the last month'',
and they laughed and glossed over it. That was a red flag.

‘I asked why they wanted me to do this and they said it was to have sex with politicians.
The only name I remember was [Florida Republican Congressman] Matt Gaetz.’

Spealman shared with DailyMail.com notes she made of the conversation at the time.

‘I wrote down some quotes from Jack,’ she said. ‘He said he wanted ''Big-t****ed teens'',
and ''very impressionable young women''. ''Jacuzzi parties'' were mentioned by Jacob.
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Wohl (pictured with Spealman) is currently
facing trial over a felony charge for unlawful
sale of securities, after a man committed
suicide when he learned the 22-year-old
former trader had lost his $75,000 in a
failed investment scheme

‘They went through my Instagram because
all the models in my agency follow me and
they picked out a few. Some of them are 16
and 17, though I didn’t tell them that. Jacob
asked me to see if they would be interested.’

Wohl is currently facing trial over a felony
charge for unlawful sale of securities, after a
man committed suicide when he learned the
22-year-old former trader had lost his
$75,000 in a failed investment scheme.

In 2018 the young lobbyist and self-styled
‘renegade firebrand’ attempted his first
high-profile smear, accusing former FBI
chief Robert Mueller of sexual misconduct.

Mueller was serving as Special Counsel at the time, conducting an investigation into
Russian meddling in the Trump 2016 campaign.

Wohl and Burkman held a botched press conference over the sexual misconduct claims in a
shabby Holiday Inn, where the alleged victim failed to show up and Burkman gave a speech
with his fly undone.

In another bungled smear this year, a woman accused Dr. Anthony Facui, the director of
the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, of sexually assaulting her in a
hotel room in 2014 when she was 20, only to recant the story 10 days later confessing that
Wohl and Burkman paid her to make it all up.

Their attempt to throw muck at Senator Kamala Harris didn’t stick either.

Sean Newaldass, 26, gave a press conference with the two lobbyists claiming he had an
affair with Harris, but soon backtracked saying he was a paid actor and the only reason he
made the claims was because the two lobbyists told him it was ‘performance art’ for a Spike
TV show.

Advertisement
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July 29, 2020

Ghislaine Maxwell latest news: Socialite and Jeffrey
Epstein said to have had ‘mysterious’ relationship over
the years

thesun.co.uk/news/12041691/ghislaine-maxwell-live-jeffrey-epstein-latest-news/

JAIL BIRD
- Who is Ghislaine Maxwell and where is she now? 
- Is Scott Borgerson Ghislaine Maxwell's husband?
- Who was Ghislaine's famous father Robert Maxwell?
- More news on Ghislaine Maxwell
Live Blog

Alex Winter
Debbie White

29 Jul 2020, 15:09
Updated: 29 Jul 2020, 15:09

Ghislaine Maxwell and Jeffrey Epstein are said to have had a “mysterious” relationship
over the years.

The two are thought to have linked up not long after she moved to New York in 1991.

One pal claims that Epstein and Maxwell were not linked romantically  as has been often
reported, but instead their relationship was a financial one.

“I couldn’t work out at first how, the second Ghislaine landed in New York, she was all of a
sudden — overnight really — very chummy with Jeffrey,” the source said.

“Then he started spending on a different level, suddenly buying these extraordinary
townhouses.”

Meanwhile, Ghislaine Maxwell could strike a plea deal, exonerate Prince Andrew from any
wrongdoing and walk in a few years, according to a pal.

An anonymous friend told the Sunday Times that they expect her to get a good deal with
the prosecutors by turning on key members of the Epstein inner circle.

But the pal said Maxwell would use the deal to "exonerate" Prince Andrew of his alleged
links - with the Duke of York denying any wrongdoing.

Follow our live blog below for all the latest news and updates on the Ghislaine
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Knox

July 24, 2020

Jeffrey Epstein rape survivor, now 22, claims
paedophile was abusing girls right up to his death

thesun.co.uk/news/12220305/jeffrey-epstein-rape-survivor-claims-billionaire-abusing-girls-right-death/

A JEFFREY Epstein rape survivor believes the warped financier was still abusing girls right
up until he was jailed and hanged himself.

The former model claimed this will leave behind a “second wave” of younger victims too
afraid to even tell their parents.

⚠ ️Click here for the latest news on Ghislaine Maxwell
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Jeffrey Epstein's mugshot after his arrest in 2019.... one of his victims claims he was abusing right up to
this pointCredit: AFP or licensors
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2
The girl alleges she was raped by Epstein in his Manhattan mansion — dubbed the House of Horrors by

many of his victimsCredit: Getty Images - Getty

The woman who was speaking to DailyMail.com says she was raped and molested during
two visits to Epstein's mansion in New York, in the summer of 2015.

She said: "I believe he was abusing young girls right up until the day he was arrested.

"There are likely to be multiple young victims out there who are still in their teens, perhaps
still living with their parents and too ashamed and confused to speak out.

"I know how it feels because I was one of them. I thought about suicide, I tried to cut my
wrists. These girls need support before it's too late. 

"They need to know it's OK to tell their stories."

She contacted the FBI and police after Epsetin’s arrest last July 6 on federal sex trafficking
charges filed in the Southern District of New York because she knew Epstein was locked
up.

The 22-year-old, who is thought to be the youngest woman to come forward, wants to
remain anonymous because she fears reprisals from Epstein's powerful pals and
accomplices.

This is despite the 66-year-old being found hanged in a New York jail cell nearly a year
ago. 

Marie was an aspiring 16-year-old model in the Autumn of 2014 when she met an older
woman called Madison in a bar.

The new friend was said to have introduced her to Epstein claiming he could help her
break into the fashion industry.

She remembers going to Epstein's Upper East Side home and catching glimpses of older
men and very young women in a lounge area.

She said she recalled a six-foot portrait of a woman she now recognizes as his alleged
Madame, Ghislaine Maxwell.
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There are likely to be multiple young victims out there who are still in their teens, perhaps
still living with their parents and too ashamed and confused to speak out

Epstein victim

Last week Ms Maxwell pleaded not guilty to charges that in the 1990s she recruited three
girls, one aged 14, for Epstein to sexually abuse. 

It is also alleged that she sometimes participated in the abuse during massage sessions at
Epstein's Manhattan mansion and properties in Palm Beach, New Mexico and London. She
also denies this.

When Epstein brought her into a dimly lit room with red velvet curtains she claimed he
began fondling her, saying it was normal for young models to do "favours" for older men in
the fashion industry.

She was later raped by Epstein, who in doing so took her virginity.

Epstein was subject to two criminal indictments.

One focused largely on his activities in Palm Beach, Florida before 2008 when Epstein
signed a controversial non-prosecution deal to avoid federal charges.

The other cites abuse in New York, Florida and other locations between 2002 and “at least
in or about 2005”.

But civil lawsuits give a broader timeframe for his crimes..

A January 2020 suit filed by prosecutors in the US Virgin Islands alleges that Epstein
trafficked, raped and abused children on his private island as recently as 2019.

This was the year he was arrested and was later found dead last August 10.

Jeffrey Epstein accusers claim he rigged his New York mansion with CCTV and kept videos
to use as blackmail
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Ghislaine Maxwell latest news: Socialite and Jeffrey
Epstein said to have had ‘mysterious’ relationship over
the years

thesun.co.uk/news/12041691/ghislaine-maxwell-live-jeffrey-epstein-latest-news/

JAIL BIRD
- Who is Ghislaine Maxwell and where is she now? 
- Is Scott Borgerson Ghislaine Maxwell's husband?
- Who was Ghislaine's famous father Robert Maxwell?
- More news on Ghislaine Maxwell
Live Blog

Alex Winter
Debbie White

29 Jul 2020, 15:09
Updated: 29 Jul 2020, 15:09

Ghislaine Maxwell and Jeffrey Epstein are said to have had a “mysterious” relationship
over the years.

The two are thought to have linked up not long after she moved to New York in 1991.

One pal claims that Epstein and Maxwell were not linked romantically  as has been often
reported, but instead their relationship was a financial one.

“I couldn’t work out at first how, the second Ghislaine landed in New York, she was all of a
sudden — overnight really — very chummy with Jeffrey,” the source said.

“Then he started spending on a different level, suddenly buying these extraordinary
townhouses.”

Meanwhile, Ghislaine Maxwell could strike a plea deal, exonerate Prince Andrew from any
wrongdoing and walk in a few years, according to a pal.

An anonymous friend told the Sunday Times that they expect her to get a good deal with
the prosecutors by turning on key members of the Epstein inner circle.

But the pal said Maxwell would use the deal to "exonerate" Prince Andrew of his alleged
links - with the Duke of York denying any wrongdoing.

Follow our live blog below for all the latest news and updates on the Ghislaine
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